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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we prove a fundamental combinatorial property of cyclic permutations 
of finite sequences of integers and consider an application of this result o a class of 
symmetry operators defined on tensor product spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S,, be the full symmetric group on the integers M = (1 . . . . .  m} 
and let G be a subgroup of S,,~. Fol lowing Wielandt [10], if d is an orbit 
of G, we denote by G A the group G restricted to d. Letting N ~ {1 . . . . .  n}, 
we denote by F,,,,, the set of  all sequences ? with domain 7 ---- M and 
range y c N. 
We denote by ~ '  the class of  all subgroups G of  S,n such that if A is 
any orbit of  G then G ~ is cyclic. Clearly ~" includes all cyclic sub-groups 
of S,,,. For  y 6 / ' , , , . ,  we shall denoteby Gy that subgroup of  G defined by 
G r = {o':(r ~ G, v(cr(i)) = 7(i), i = 1 . . . . .  m}. (l) 
We call Gv the subgroup of  G that fixes y. We now state 
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THEOREM 1. Let G c ~c~. For any ?, ~ 1', ..... such that range 7 has at 
least two elements, there exists (o c 1',,,,~ such that: 
(i) range (,9 c range 7 
(ii) 7(i) *co(i)  i=  1 , . . . ,m 
(iii) for  each cr dg G./ there is an integer .j, 1 ~ j < m, such that 
7(or(j)) = (o(j). 
If V is a finite dimensional unitary space over the complex numbers C, 
denote by W = (~ Vthe tensor product of V with itself m-times. Let 
{e~ . . . . .  e,~} be a basis for V and let G be any subgroup of S,,,. The set 
of elements {ey(~)@... @ ev~,,~)} for 7 ~ F,,,,~ form a basis for W [1, 
p. 11]. For each ~ in S,,, we may define an automorphism P(a) of W 
by defining 
P(cr) (erm@ 9 9 9 @ er(,,~) ) == e;,(,t(1),@"" @ er(r 
where q~ = c~ -1 [1, p. 53]. If ;~ is any homomorphism of G into C 
we may define an endomorphism T of IV, which we shall call a sym- 
metry operator, by 
T = Z ,:.(cr)p(cr) [1, p. 53] (2) 
~rsG 
The most important symmetry operator is, of course, the anti-sym- 
metric operator which gives rise to the Grassman spaces (i.e., G = S,~ 
and ).(~) = ~(~), the alternating character) [1, p. 57]. In the case where 
~(~) ~ 1, we get the fully symmetric operator S C'~l [3, 4, 5]. We call range 
S C'~) the space of fully symmetric tensors. This operator is closely related 
to the permanent function [3, 4, 7, 8]. In the more general case the sym- 
metry operators yield a variety of inequalities for generalized matrix 
functions [6, 7]. The properties of generalized symmetry operators may 
also be used to give new proofs and extensions of some classical work 
of I. Schur relating properties of finite permutation groups and their 
unitary representations to properties of associated hermitian forms 
[2, ll]. 
In the cases where T is the anti-symmetric or symmetric operator, 
characterizations of the homogeneous (or decomposable) tensors in the 
space kernel T are known [1, 5, 8]. We use Theorem 1 to consider the 
case where T is obtained from a group G E ~gJ and a homomorphism 
3. of G into C. As a special case of Theorem 2 below, we thus obtain a 
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complete characterization of the homogeneous tensors in the kernel 
T for cyclic permutation groups and their unitary representations. 
For any homogeneous tensor w = y~ @ 9 9 9 (~y,,,  Yi + 0, i = 1 . . . .  , m, 
we say that 7' is an indicator of w if 7'(i) = 7'(j) if and only if Yi and 
yj are linearly dependent. Using Theorem 1 we prove 
THEOREM 2. Let  G be in ~ and let w ---- y~ @ 9 9 9 @y, ,  be in W. Let  y 
be an indicator o f  w. Then Yl @ " " "(~Yn is in kernel T i f  and only i f  
Z~ ~(~) = O. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We first remark that, if we denote by aA and y~ the permutation a
restricted to the orbit A and the sequence 7' restricted to the orbit zJ, 
respectively, then cr 6 Gy if and only if a A ~ Gea for each orbit A of G. 
Since G a is cyclic and transitive on A, G A must be a full cycle group on A. 
That is, G ~ is generated by a cycle (nl . . . . .  nr) where ~ = {ni} i = 1 . . . .  , r. 
Thus to prove Theorem 1 we need only consider each orbit A of G and 
the full cycle group G A. 
We now introduce some notation. 
DEFINITION 1. Denote by H the full cycle group on M = {1 . . . . .  m} 
generated by the cycle (1 . . . . .  rn). 
DEFINITION 2. Let 7'1 and 72 be in [',,,n, the set of all sequences 7' with 
domain 7' = M = {1 . . . . .  rn] and range 7' c N = {1 . . . .  , n}. By Yl" 72 
we shall denote the ordinary function composit ion of 7'1 and 7'2. 
DEFINITION 3. For  7' ~ I '~,n and k ~ range 7' we denote by 
Hy k= {~:~H,  7 ' .~r ( i )=k  if and only i fT ' ( i )=k} .  
We call H f i  the subgroup of H that fixes k relative to 7'. Let dk - -  
index of H~ in H. 
DEFINITION 4. We denote by H ,  = ~ Hr  ~. We call Hy the sub- 
k~rng y 
group of H that fixes y (7' 9 a ~ 7 if and only if ~r ~ H~). 
DEFINITION 5. We denote by Sk(7') the set 7'-~(k). I f  dk is the index 
of H7~ in H we denote by Sr~(7') the set {r + 1 . . . . .  r + d+} n S~(7). 
Define a (S~(7 ' ) )= {~(i):i ~ S~(7')}. 
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In what follows, we shall, for convenience of notation assume that 
the distinct integers occurring in range 7 are just the integers 1 . . . . .  s 
where s < m. That is (1) rng 7 =: {1 . . . . .  s}. Also assume (2) 
d~ > d,, > 9 9 9 > d,. These assumptions imply amount to a renaming 
of the integers in the rng),, and a proof of Theorem 1 for this case 
will clearly suffice in the general case if we systematically rename the 
integers in ~,) and ?,. 
We remark also that, since r = (1 . . . . .  m) generates H and since for 
each k e {1 . . . . .  s} the index of Hrk is da., we have that r ak is the 
generator for H~.  The proofs to follow are quite elementary but some- 
what involved notationally. For this reason we first give an example 
complex enough to illustrate the above definitions as well as the dif- 
ficulties that occur in the proofs of the lemmas below. 
EXAMPLE. Let m = 24. We display rng 7 as {7(1) . . . . .  7(m)}. Consider 
{364726571647 365726471657}. 
r ~ (1 . . . . .  24) 
U>, t - {e ,  T 12 } 
H~"- {e, <} 
H~,~-- {e, r 1~-} 
Hr4= {e,r  s , r  iG } 
Hy a - -  {e,r  s , r  1G} 
He - {e, ~4, ~8, T12, Tie, <0} 
H~, 7 - {e, r 4, r s, r 12, r 16, r 2~ } 
d~ -:  12, d2= 12, da= 12, d4 := 8, ds=8,  r iG=4, dv =:- 4. 
Note that since H• = {e},;/ .  r ul -- 
{365726471657 364726571647 } + ;'. 
Notice in particular that 7 9 r dl (15) -- 4 but 7(15) = 5. 
I f  we let (o be 
{ 11111111 P9 111 Pla Pla 4 PI6 Ply Pas P19 P20 P21 P22 P2a P2~ } 
where p i~ rng i, and pi 4= 7(0, we see that this co satisfies conditions 
(i), (ii), and (iii) of Lemma 2, Section III. That is, for any r ~ ~ H, 
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if k =~ 0 or k ~: da, then for some i < dl we have 7 .  re(i) = c~(i) = 1. 
I f  k = d 1, 9'. vd~(15) = o)(15) = 4. I f  k = 0, 9,(i) ~: co(i), i = 1 . . . . .  m 
and clearly rng co ~ rng y. 
LEMMA 1. I f  (~ = 9' 9 qg, 9~ ~ H then H~ ~ = H~.  
PROOF. H~ = q~-lH~q~ = H~ as H is Abelian and He k ~ H. 
LEMMA 2. I f  q~ C H and if, for  some r ~ m - de, S~k(9') = S~(9' 9 q~) 
then Sk(y)  = S~(9' 9 q~). 
PROOF. As we have already remarked, rd~ generates H~ k as de is the 
index of H~ in H. By Lemma 1, v dk also generates H~ * where a = 7 % 
Let pe = m/d e. Then 
Pk--1 Pk--1 
S~(9')---- u rtd~(S~(7)) and S~(7q~)= ~ V~(S~(yq~)). 
/=1 /=1 
These equations simply state that knowing the values i for which 
Y(0 = k for de consecutive integers, where r ~ generates H~ ~, determines 
Se(9') completely. Since S) ' (y)- - - -S~(y~),  we have S#(9'q~)= Se(9'). 
LEMMA 3. Let  9' satisfy assumptions (1) and(2)  given above, and assume 
Hy = {e}. Let  Pldl = m. Then for  any t, 1 < t < pl -- 1, there is a 
Jr, 1 ~ Jt ~ dl,  such that 7(tdl + Jr) :~ 9' " rtal(tdl q- Jr). 
PROOF. (In the above example for t = 1, Jt = 3, tdl + Jt = 15, and 
we noted that 7(15) ~ 7r~1(15).) Assume that for some t, 1 ~ t ~p l  - 1 
we have 9'(td 1 § j )  = yrtdl(tdl + j )  for j = 1 . . . . .  dl. Then for any 
k e {1 . . . . .  s} we have y(tdl  § j )  = 9'rtu~(tda + j )  for j = 1 , . . . ,  dk 
since d e _< d~. Thus Stkdl(9') = Steu~(yrtU~). By Lemma 2, Sk(7) - SX'(yVd~). 
But as k was any element of  {l . . . . .  s} then 7 = 9'r td~. Thus rtd' 6 Hy. 
But we have assumed H e= {e}. As r ta' :~ e for 1 < t<p~- -1  
we have a contradiction. Thus there is a Jr, 1 < Jt ~ d~ such that 
y(tdl  + Jr) * Y 9 rtax(tdl + Jr). 
LEMMA 4. Let  7 ~ F,,,~ and let H be as defined in Definition 1. Assume 
H e = {e} and rng y has at least two elements. Then there is an co ~ F,,,,, 
such that 
(i) rngco c rngg' 
(ii) co(i) ~=y(0 i= 1 . . . . .  m 
(iii) for  each k, 1 < k < m -- 1, there is some i such that co(i) = V" r~(i) 9 
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PROOF. Assume without loss of generality that 7 satisfies assumptions 
( I)  and (2) given above. By Lemma 3 there exists Jt for each t, 
l <t<p l -  1, 
such that 7(tda + Jr) * ~/rtdl(tdl @ Jr)" Construct ~o as follows: 
(a) if 1 < i <~ dt then o)(i) = { 
1 if 7(i) * 1 
something not 1 in {2 . . . . .  s} 
if 7(0 = I 
(b) i f td~+ 1 <i<( t+ 1)da, t=  1 . . . . .  p~-  1 let 
and choose 
o~(tdl + Jr) = 7 r~d~ (tdl + Jr) 
co(tdl + i), i ~- Jk ,  
such that (o(tdl + i) ~ rng V and co(tdl + i) + 7(tdl + i). 
Conditions (i) and (ii) are obvious from the construction. To see that 
condition (iii) is fulfilled we consider two classes of permutations in H: 
1. r~,d l f s ,  s*O.  
In this case r ~ ~ H~ ~ as r d~ generates Hvt. Thus for some i, 1 < i < d~, 
such that TrY(i) = 1 we must have 7(0 + 1 for otherwise $1~(7) = S11(~'r s) 
and hence, by Lemma 2, $1(7) = SI@"r s) and r ~ ~ Hy ~. By construc- 
tion of co, for this i, ~o(i) = TrY(i) = 1. 
2. r ~, dt ls  - say tdl = s + O. Then c~)(tdl + Jr) = ~;'rt~(tdl + Jr). 
Thus in both case 1 and case 2, condition (iii) is fulfilled. 
LEMMA 5. Let  H be the fu l l  cycle group o f  De[inition 1. Then for  any 
7 ~ F,,,,,~ there exists oJ ~ F,,~,,, such that 
(i) rng oJ ~ rng7 
(ii) 7(i) 4= co(i) i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
(iii) for  each a r Hv there exists i ~ M such that 7 " a(i) = co(i). 
PROOF. We apply Lemma 4. Let d be the index of H v in H. Then T ~ 
generates H~ and rng y may be written: 
70)  . . . . .  7(d), y(1) . . . . .  7(d) . . . . .  7(1) . . . .  7(d). 
(m/d  blocks y(1) . . . . .  y(d).) I f  we consider ~"~ Fa, n defined by 
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y'(i) = y(i) for i = 1 . . . .  , d, then we may regard the quotient group 
H/H e as the full cycle group on {1 . . . . .  d} and form y'(r~Hy) for any 
r~HyeH/H~.  Here ( rSHe) ( i )=r ,  where l<r<d and r=-V( i )  
(rood d). I f  y'(r~He) = Y', then yr '( i )  = y(i) i = 1 , . . . ,  d. Since r d also 
generates Hy~,  we have yvs( i )  = Y(i), i = 1 . . . . .  rn, and thus r ~ ~ Hy 
and rsH  e = He,  the identity in H/H r . Thus (H /He)  / = {He} and we 
may apply Lemma 5 to find co' ~ l'a, ~ such that (i) rng co' c rng 7', 
(ii) co'(i) , y'(i), i = 1 . . . . .  d, and (iii) for r ~ # He,  there exists an 
i, 1 < i < d, such that y ' (reHv) (i) = co'(i). We define co(i) ---- co'(i') 
where 1 < i '  < d and i = i '  (rood d) to obtain the desired co ~ Fro. ". 
I f  we apply Lemma 5 to each orbit A of  G and each group G A we 
obtain Theorem 1. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let e~ . . . .  , e.  be an orthonormal basis for V. The set 
{eem 9 9 9 ee(,~ )}, y e F~,~ 
forms a basis for W [1,2]. We define an inner product in W by setting 
(eem . . .  ee(,~), er(1) . . .  e~(,~) = f i  (ee(t), e~(t)) for y, r ~ F,,,.,. 
t=l 
One may easily check that for any two homogeneous tensors 
(x1 ' ' '  Xm,  Y l  " " " Ym) = 1-[ (x t ,  Yt). 
t=l 
Let w = Yl " " 9 Ym,Yi * O, i = 1 , . . . ,  m, and let y be an indicator of 
w (see Section 1). Set w e = Yem " " " Yy(,~) 9 It follows from the definitions 
of w andythat  w=cw e, c*O.  Let G=%@U. . . t _ )9~G ebethe  
right coset decomposition of  G relative to @.  Then 
But 
and 
P 
T(w) -= Z )~(~r)P(a)w = c Z Z "~(q)e~r)P@kcr)w• 
~eG k=O ~G e 
P(q~ktr)We = P(q~k) P(tr)We ---- P(qJk)We 
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since cr ~ G~. Thus we have 
T(w) ~ c (  ~ ).(a)) ~o )'(q~)P(cfk)w" (3) 
oeG,/ 
Thus, if ~ ,  ~(a)= 0, it is immediate from Eq. (3) above that 
T(w) = 0. 
It is easy to see that this sufficient condition for T(w) to be zero is 
not, in general, necessary. For example, let V be a vector space over 
the field of complex numbers, and let Yi be in V, y, + 0, i -- l, 2, 3. 
Suppose that Y2 and Y3 are linearly independent and set y~ - 3'2 + Y~. 
Consider the Grassman product, Yl s 3"2 s Y3. AS {Yl, Y2, Y3} is a lin- 
early dependent set, Yl ~\ Y2 ,'~ Y3 = 0. But 7 = (1, 2, 3) is an indicator 
for w = Y l@Y2@ Y3 and thus G~ = {e} and Y~Gv C (a) -- 1 + 0. 
Theorem 2 states that for G in ~ (see Section 1) and 2. any homo- 
morphism of G into the field of complex numbers, the above sufficient 
condition that T(w) = 0 is also necessary. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be in ~ and let w= y l@ . . . .  @)'~ )'i 4= O, 
i = 1 . . . . .  n. Let V be an indicator of w. Then 
T(y 1 @. . .  @ y,~) ~, ).(a)Pia) (y, @. . .  @ y,,) -- 0 (4) 
cs~G 
i f  and only if  Z~Gv 2(a) = r(?,) ~- O. 
PROOF. Sufficiency follows from (3) above. Thus we assume r(),) * 0. 
l f7(1) . . . . .  y(n), then Gy = G and T(y I @.  9 9 @ y,,) -- cv(7)w ~, + 0 
by (3). Assume range y has at least two elements. By Eq. (3) above 
P 
T(w) =: cr(~,) Y, ),(q)e)P(q~.) w~,. (5) 
k=O 
Let z = z 1@ 9 9 9 @ z,,~ be in W. We consider 
p 
(T(w), z) = cr(7 ) Y~ )~(q)k)(P(q~k)wy, Z). (6) 
k~o 
By Theorem there exists a sequence c,) such that 
(i) range co c range Y 
(ii) y(i) . co(i), i~  1 . . . . .  m 
(iii) for each cr not in G r there is an i such that y(~(i)) ---- co(i). 
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We now choose z = z 1 @. . . (~  z n such that: 
(Y~I ,  z~) ~ 1 (7) 
(Yo, to, zi) = 0 for i---- 1 , . . . ,  m. (8) 
This is possible since 7 is an indicator for w, range co c range 7, and 
hence 7(i) :~ co(i) implies yv~i~ and Y,,,li~ are linearly independent. 
For any k we now have 
(P(q%)w~, z) --= f i  (Yy(~-Ict)), zt). (9) 
t=l 
But, for k ~ 1, q~k and hence qJ~ are not in Ge, so we must have that 
for each k ~ 1 there exists j such that 7(q~1( j ) )= ~o(j) by (iii) of  
Theorem 1. Thus the term 
(Yy%-l(s)), zs) = (Y<olS~, zs) ~- 0. 
Thus, (P(q%)w>,, z) --- 0 if k ~ 1. For k = 0, (wy, z) ----- 1 by Eq. (7). 
Thus (T(w), z) ~-- cv(7 ) :~ 0 and hence T(w) :~ O. 
Theorem 2 gives a complete characterization of the pure tensors in 
kernel T for groups G in c~z. 
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